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F ROM T H E E DI TOR

Introduction
No one writes (or reads) in a vacuum. This year is not ordinary, and therefore, there’s no such thing as an ordinary issue
of a literary review. More than ever, the current moment
contextualizes our thoughts. Our hearts ache with those reeling from losses due to the pandemic, and we stand with those
seeking justice for the murders of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna
Taylor, and George Floyd. We feel it is our small place in this
time to support the dreamers, the truth-tellers, the writers
and artists who narrate our lives with their creativity. While
we are not an explicitly political review, we crave work that
resonates with the present moment and strives to find the
universal within it.
Here we are at the first issue of Volume Two. We want to
thank so many of you for supporting us in our first year as we
found our voice and our place. If you’re new to Chestnut Review, please take a look not only at this issue but all our previous ones: we remain astonished at the richness of the work we
have had the privilege to publish.
2020 has been a year of uncertainty. While we as individuals
may not have been prepared, literature has always been ready,
here as a way for us to explore ourselves and our collective lives.
Until autumn, then. Keep creating, keep being stubborn. May
the remainder of 2020 hold health, justice, and healing.
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VICTORIA NORDLUND

Like as the Waves
After Shakespeare’s Sonnet LX
The hemlock woolly adelgid, Adelges tsugae (HWA), a tiny
sap-sucking insect related to aphids, is causing widespread
death and decline of hemlock trees in the eastern United
States.
		
United States Department of Agriculture

you offering no apologies for your infestation-For there is clarity in bare branches, an urgency in the
losing,
a beauty that deepens when birth is no longer in headlights-- a comfort
when the forest has nothing left to reap--when our minutes rush to the end.

I praise your worth despite cruel hands that weave white
wool around the silvery
underside of lacy twigs. Observe their green, drooping
tips work their glory
in Blue Ridge, Shenandoah, and the Great Smokies-- Soon
they will no longer
shelter red-shouldered hawks and palm warblers from
winter winds. Watch the blackcapped chickadees fill their bellies with needles and
seeds while you feed on the rare
truths of nature. You will suck the sap of the hemlocks’
silhouettes marking
each year on the thick, rigid bark, waiting patiently for
time to transform
thriving sprays to grey husks. How does it feel to wield a
scythe? I imagine
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J U L I A NA C H A NG

San Rafael with an
unrequited love
the last time I was this flustered
I was seven and alone in the checkout line at Target,
Mom somewhere in the back of the store
running to grab paper towels.
waiting by myself, I am red-faced and on the verge of
tears,
trying to think of what to say to the cashier
I can barely see over the top of the counter,
how to explain my arrival at the front of the line with no
money
and no mother.
today, I am blushing that same shade of red
as we walk around the park, but you don’t seem to notice,
too busy pointing to random street signs
trying to test how far I can see without my glasses. the
truth is
I can’t see shit, so I start making up street names
and you laugh
and I feel my heart jerk forward like a conveyor belt,
every muscle in my body pulled in towards that sound.
you tell me you’re slightly colorblind, and it’s weird because
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your entire job involves designing things with colors
but in this moment I’m glad:
the red of my cheeks must look gray to you;
at least I’m not the only one blind, or blinded.
in the story, my mom comes back in a minute
and all the things I had planned to say to the cashier
never happen. here, walking in zig-zags with you across
the grass,
I feel I am seven again, the type of anxious
that makes fingertips ache, distracted, and
wholeheartedly guarding all of the things
I know I can’t pay for.
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JA M E S OW E N S

Kind
It is the first morning of summer, the hour when all
the tadpoles in the pond
have lost their tails, and, each the size of our son’s
thumbnail, they struggle together onto land,

and he is deep in their midst
before he understands what he is walking on
and stops, frozen still, afraid to risk
another crushing step, for even retreat

a synchronized swell of small flesh. It is
our boy’s birthday, at six a naturalist,
and this excursion is his
requested gift, the park at dawn with both

would mean slaughter now. He looks back at us
in dismay, a boy of tender
affections, his lower lip beginning to tremble.
We know how he cried when The Crocodile Hunter

parents, who haven’t been speaking – why not
does not matter here. We’ve been troubled together,
and soon will be troubled apart, but now we smile
for love. Nearing the water,

was pierced to the heart, how moping and grim
he was when his hermit crabs died like clenched fists.
My then-wife says, “Get him,”
and she is right, what else but wade through that teeming

he runs ahead into the over-bounty
of life. But you aren’t seeing their true numbers.
Beyond any counting,
finely filed and lapidary, baby frogs suffuse

and lift his small, warm weight against my chest?
I know some of the sorriest things about death
that he will have to learn, but I’m glad to let
him wait for all the truth,

every palm’s-width, a thousand on the muddy
verge of the water, ten
thousand in the seething grass. They wiggle
and hop. The short grass shivers like a skin,

that any gem-perfect little frog doesn’t mean much
to those spewers of spawn in their multitudes.
I carry him back to us,
killing dozens for him, and taking the blame.
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S T E V E N O S T ROW S K I

WOL F F B OW DE N

Decemberlings

Ars Poetica
for Ms. P
Because Port Richmond demanded that particular form
of strangeness from every seven-hundred-and-ninth kid.
My luck. Otherwise I’d be sentenced to beers and smoke
with the misfits under the Bayonne Bridge, blurred and
waiting for Jon-Jon Gramino to jump into the river with
a millstone chained to his break-up heart. (I was there
anyway.) And because every aching adolescent night Bob
Dylan sang through my older brother’s closed bedroom
door and I said, Wait, you can even say that? and Dylan
answered by saying it even stranger. And because one
stuffy classroom afternoon under the abstracted influence of naked songs and death by love, I finally wrote my
risk in words, and my English teacher’s head tipped after
I finished reading, and her eyes waited for mine to lift
and she said, slowly, even a little sexily, read that again,
Steven.
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Wolf Bowden, “Decemberlings.” Mixed Media, 24 x 20”, 2012.
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R IC K ROH DE N BU RG

Fathers
Hard men like you
surrender nothing.
You bend the world.
Hunched in the tiny kitchen.
Pounding your numb right arm
to life again. Counting your money.
But the years worked their reductions,
wearing a keen edge down
to the thin transparency of paper:
you disappeared in the smoke of your inhaler.
This. ain’t. livin’.
Your last trip to the hospital
they tied down your hands,
and still you worked them free enough
to tear out the drips, rip out the foamed
breathing tube, huff
into the grim noon. Now you are ash. It’s winter.
My shoulders hunch into the cold and light.
What have I made of your bitter gift,
you who gave in that harsh way, like taking?
No more than this: bird prints in snow,
and nowhere near enough. We need
so many fathers; receive so few.
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RICHARD NEWMAN

Last Weeks in Kamino,
Japan
Last week of August in Kamino,
the cedars strain to keep their green,
bell crickets and cicadas pitch
themselves against lengthening nights,
and I prepare to leave this village.
The morning after an argument,
the air inside still bruised and tender,
our pit bull, Ginger, jerks me down
the road now flanked with empty shops—
the pharmacy, bank, Laundromat—
to the abandoned Shinto shrine.
Like Carmi, Illinois, the sister
town it doesn’t know it has,
this town is dwindling back to nature,
slowly reclaimed by bugs and bush.
Each year the classes at the school
grow smaller, more shops shut their doors,
more empty homes gape from the hills.
The graves are overgrown because
the offspring moved to bigger towns
or no offspring remain alive.
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The river here runs cold and clear
as facts—no mud, no trash, no farm sludge.
No truck exoskeletons,
no bathtubs collect on its banks.
The number that keeps washing up
is 7, the shape of its old folks,
only ones left, poking the sidewalks
with canes, always facing downwards
as if searching for something lost.

one of those couples we said last year
we’d never understand. I wonder
if I’ll return to Kamino,
or my old family home in Carmi,
then wonder if that’s what everyone
wonders when they know they won’t.

In dying towns, the official color
is rust, as all equipment, pipes,
bridges and roofs bleed back to earth
by shedding finite skins of rust.
As Carmi’s empty little churches
white-dot the countryside, here
the Shinto shrines and temples are
abandoned, and this one has a sign
nailed to the wooden steps that reads
Closed. The god has gone away
to a shrine in the next prefecture.
Ginger and I sit on the steps.
I bend a country twelve-bar blues
that makes matchbook-sized frogs skitter
into the weeds while insects shriek
above the river’s icy whisper.
Perhaps my guitar playing will call
the god back—or keep him away.
Next week my wife and I will leave
for different jobs in different towns
in Vietnam, where we’ll become
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ELISABETH SHARBER

Coming Out as Polyamorous
to Christian Parents
“You will emasculate him,” my mother said,
her gold cross lying tilted on her chest like a paperclip.
My father, still as noble in tucked plaid
as in his black satin robe with gaping sleeves,
sat quietly next to her.
“All this time your husband will wonder
if your other lover is bigger. If he thrusts harder.”
We have strayed from the topic.
The late morning’s canary rays slant through,
a square on the floor where our cat would lay if he were still
alive.
I’m not sure if I should make eye contact, but I do.
Every TV Christian mother gets one thing right:
The war between untamable love for children
and anxious hellscapes of all things unknown
tumbling out of her in crass sexual imagery.
“They’ll call you a whore. They’ll put your boobs on display.”
--grabbing her own for visual effect.
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I advise my students, wait to drop bombs on your parents
until after you’ve moved out.
When they need you more than you need them.
When your parents ask, “Why now? After ten years,
why be honest now?” use the passive-aggressive redirect
you learned from watching them argue. See if they catch it.
“I didn’t know you would take it so well.”
The clean-wiped table is bookended by soggy tissues.
We’re lost in role reversal. Agony seethes from her bowels.
I can’t be gracious without patronizing.
“I can’t hear about him anymore,” she surrenders.
The door crosses my mother’s face as it closes.
I realize how tightly woven the world must look
as its roots push away the old, as young people
seek strange, uncharted mixtures of love and sex.
I realize honesty can be a consensual lie.
My suitcase does not have a lot to repack. In two days
my students discuss erotic slavery in Brave New World.
“Monogamy is the true rebellion
in this world full of instant pleasures,”
I hear my own voice say.							
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“The closing question, eager minds, is this:
are you brave enough to love only one person?”
I will drive that message
from my closet to theirs
and we’ll all agree to the comfortable lie
that none of us have ever had sex.

CARRIE ALBERT

Inside a Purple Bouquet
Right: Carrie Albert, “Inside a Purple Bouquet.”
Photograph, 2019.
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ANGELICA ESQUIVEL

Apá
Little Bonifacio squints into the sunlight, sweat beading
on his forehead. His hand is wrapped around a plastic milk
jug that’s been filled with water. He’s momentarily dazed.
His eyes slowly adjust to the light and he can make out his
grandfather, Apá, standing in a field of pepino, the brim of
his hat shadowing his face.
Apá means father. That’s what Bonifacio’s grandfather
is to him. Bonifacio’s biological father, who he can hardly
remember, is somewhere down South with his other family.
Apá is tall for a Mexican, sturdy and stern. When he
sees him, Bonifacio unconsciously draws back his shoulders, puffing out his little chest. He hopes that one day
he will be the same kind of man as Apá—one who doesn’t
need words, because the way he holds himself says it all.
And he will become like Apá. When Bonifacio is seventeen and drunk, he will race his motorcycle down Countyline Street in the middle of the night, disregarding every red light. He will arrive at home, miraculously in one
piece, and stumble through the front door to find Apá sitting alone at the table, his eyes watery, his hand wrapped
around a cold beer. Apá will say nothing, Bonifacio, too,
will say nothing.
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Now, he runs through a row of cucumbers with the
jug of water raised high above his head. He speeds up and
quickly reaches Apá. Bonifacio wants to talk, ask Apá how
his day is going and be asked back, but his grandfather
will be more impressed with swift silence, so Bonifacio is
pleased with himself when the only greeting he gives Apá
is a nod as he hands him the jug. Apá upcaps it and drinks
and drinks until it’s half-empty.
A helicopter with a white plus sign on its side flies
over the fields, its blades spinning so fast that they blend
into one. Perhaps the helicopter is life-flighting someone
who has had a heart attack or been struck by a car. Bonifacio thinks of all the people he’s known who are dead. One:
Apá’s elder brother. He drowned during a drunken swim
in a lake. Two: A boy from school who got hit by a semi
while riding his bicycle. Bonifacio didn’t actually know
the boy, but he used to see him around from time to time.
Apá and Bonifacio make the sign of the cross. Apá surprises Bonifacio when he begins to speak. He casually
mentions that he once saw a flying saucer back in Mexico
when he was a ranchero. It sounded like a helicopter and
flattened the grass in a circle behind the barn, terrifying
the cows.
“Were you scared?” Bonifacio asks.
“Of little green men? I’ll kick them in their heads,” Apá
says.
When Bonifacio is older, he’ll recall his youth with
equal parts nostalgia and disgust. Smoking in the boys’
room while listening to the Mötley Crüe version of the
song, “Smokin’ in the Boys Room.” Crashing Apá’s truck
into the sandwich shop where his first girlfriend, Rox-
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anne, worked. Bonifacio will assume that when Apá sees
his dented truck, the broken mirrors, he will beat Bonifacio’s ass, shout at him, kick him out, or all three. But Apá
will only say that he expects Bonifacio to pay him back.
He won’t expect anything else.

still has many tasks to complete today—take the remaining water to his mother, hang the clothes on the line, practice his pitch—but for now, he allows himself to focus on
the sound of his father’s laughter. For the time being, this
can sustain him.

Bonifacio doesn’t know it yet, but he wants to be a
rockstar. Not the kind that shoots heroin and sleeps with
groupies, but the kind that sits beneath a tree with a freshly-tuned guitar. One who plucks at the strings until a pattern forms. One who repeats the pattern while wandering
the Earth until sleepy souls begin to follow the sound.
On Friday and Saturday night, all the fieldworkers come
together and have a huge party. Kegs, tall boys tucked into
brown paper bags. Tequila, salt, lime. The pack of cigarettes that peeps out of Apá’s shirt pocket. Paletas and
beans for the children. Thumping music and wailing gritos
for the adults.
Someone will leave a guitar at one of these parties. After a few days, no one will claim it, and it will somehow
make its way into Bonifacio’s hands. He’ll quickly learn
how to play it even though he has no teacher, not even an
instructional video. Apá will recognize Bonifacio’s talent
and allot him two hours of practice time each day, much
to the chagrin of Bonifacio’s cousins, who will have to take
up his chores.
But none of this has happened yet and Bonifacio hasn’t
yet learned to recoil from himself and from everything he
wants for himself. As Apá remembers his UFO encounter,
a deep frothy laugh rises out of him like the foam on top of
a beer, spilling over with a sudden bubbliness. Bonifacio
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A DR I A NA MORGA N

A Spoon is a Spoon is a
Spoon
My wooden spoon gazes at me
with its spotted brown eye.
Perfectly immobile on the porcelain plate,
the spoon is ready to serve me well.
It doesn’t dream of a different shape.
For the spoon, its concavity is beautifully carved,
and its tail is neither too long nor too short.
The spoon doesn’t wish to be made of stainless steel,
not even of silver or gold.
It doesn’t crave to be darker, or lighter, or a different
shade.
And it has nothing against those freckles.
My kitchen is the exact place where my spoon wants to
be—
not in Hawaii, stirring a sweet-bitter pineapple sauce,
not in Bombay, mixing ginger and chili for spicy masala
dosa,
not even in Florence, crushing garlic for
sizzling hot spaghetti con pomodoro.
My spoon doesn’t belong to me, but to itself.
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The spoon doesn’t compare itself with other spoons.
It doesn’t envy other spoons’ elegance, way of living, or
homes,
it doesn’t dream of resting the whole day at ease,
and when it rests, it doesn’t feel useless.
Everything the spoon does—or doesn’t—is perfection.
My spoon never complains of being a spoon.
It doesn’t wish to be a fork, a movie star,
or a mansion on the French Riviera.
Some evenings, after I’ve stirred my stew,
when I rest my head, exhausted,
on the kitchen table, next to the spoon,
I breathe the fresh air of the forest,
I hug the bark of the apple tree my spoon was made of.
I see its shaking leaves, taste its fruit.
And if I focus for long enough, I hear, beyond the gurgle
of the river, the branch’s solemn oath:
I swear to be a spoon and nothing but a spoon,
so help me God.
Then I wish—even if I’d never confess this to my husband,
nor to my best friend—I wish, just for a second,
to be a spoon.
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JA M I E T E W S

To Build a Floor

leave the mountains to head back north, and I know Appalachia will be a place I call home.
Throughout college, I spend my summers in the hills,
working for a non-profit home repair organization, the Appalachia Service Project, which seeks to eradicate substandard housing in central Appalachia. Behind the wheel of
a pickup truck, I travel between families who want home
repair, families who know their homes are a place of love.

Take everything that can be moved out of the room.
My first summer doing home repair in Appalachia, I
meet Alice, a woman with age drawn into the skin that
hangs loosely on her cheeks. Her home is at the top of a
steep driveway in Pike County, Kentucky, and the floor
in her kitchen is layered with crumbs, nibbles of cat food,
and clumps of dried mud that falls from the crevices in
our work boots. I spend a week at her home.
On Monday, my work crew and I dig holes for a wheelchair ramp and catch our breath on the bumper of a white
passenger van. Alice invites us inside for lunch, but we
came with peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, so we do
not go. Before we leave at the end of the day, she hollers
that we shouldn’t bring lunch tomorrow – she wants to
cook us a real meal. The next day, around mid-morning,
she stands on her porch and calls us inside. I climb the
steps that lead to her front door, kick my boots against
the stoop, and sit down at her table. Long and wooden,
it wears bowls of mashed potatoes and plates of biscuits
comfortably. I wonder how often laughter has bounced
between her walls, how many stories have settled like the
table on top of her wood floor. At the end of the week, I
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I experience a new type of heartbreak when I tell a
boy how eating makes me feel ugly. I want the world, the
strange men on the train into the city and the leaves that
knock against large houses, to watch me walk and find me
beautiful. Months after this conversation, he tells me I am
beautiful as he lifts me from the floor. In the air, his hands
hold my ribs, and I soar above his head. He turns in a circle, slowly, and I realize I feel comfortable without being
grounded. When he lowers me back to the floor, he looks
me in the eyes.
“You are tiny,” he says, he laughs, and I am beautiful. In
his hands, I ask his strength to root us both.
Remove the existing floor covering using a prybar. Start
at the edges of the room and work into the middle to try
and pull off large chunks.
My second summer working in Appalachia, I meet Kevin Evans. The first time I walk up the little hill to his front
door, my feet encased in the stiff walls of steel-toed work
boots, a shirtless man hollers down at me.
“Did you bring my breakfast?” he laughs, the chuckle
getting caught in his throat before crackling into a cough.
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“Breakfast?” I say, “I thought you were cooking for me!”
He hobbles to the space where the railing opens for the
stairs and throws his arms out to either side, displaying
in full light the brown curls pulling away from his chest,
“I like you already – you that Appalachia Service girl or
what?”
I nod my head yes, and he extends a tan hand, his thumb
wrapped in a bandage that looks like it used to be white,
but is now tinged with the colors of sweat, dirt, and children.
“Kevin Evans. Don’t mind the bandage,” he says as he
sees my eyes linger, “something’s always giving me trouble.”
At Kevin and Karri Evans’ home, the bathroom floor is
the first major project. After the volunteers spend a few
days clearing the room of extra towels, cabinets filled with
nail polish, toothpaste, and rolls of toilet paper, they begin
peeling back the floor’s layers. First, the vinyl covering.
Second, the subfloor. Third, the joists. Usually, the corner
of a home is supported by a sill plate, a band joist, a footer,
by something man-made and sure to hold the weight of a
family. The corner of the Evans’ home is supported by a
rock, dangling on its tip like the ending of a scary story,
but it has lasted for years, and surely it won’t give out now.
We spend an afternoon in the sun, crouching in mud that
smells like childhood as we talk about how to lift a home
off an immovable boulder, reposition it on a joist, and keep
the floors level; how to keep the board games flat for when
the kids spread them between bedrooms in the hallway.
I am trying to keep my eyelids from fluttering open.
The yoga instructor speaks slowly. He turns down the
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lights and tells us to center our bodies and minds. He tells
us to thank ourselves for coming to the mat, and as we
become warriors and pigeons, I know my body can be
strong. We return to ourselves at the end of the practice,
my back pressing into the floor. I am rooted to the studio’s
hardwood, the belly breaths and flyaway farts from people
around me. I try to let my body be a body.
Once all the floor coverings are removed, begin the removal of the subfloor with a circular saw. Set the blade
to ¾-inch. Cut as close to the wall and other immovable
items as possible.
When I walk into the Evans’ kitchen on a warm Saturday night in July, Karri has her hand in a large bowl.
“Hey girl,” she says, smiling with her teeth, which are
white against her tan skin and red cheeks. She says we are
going to make her mother’s sweet potato casserole, a family staple. Gesturing towards the bowl with her chin, she
says she was in the process of combining brown sugar,
flour, pecans, and lots of butter when I walked in. With
her hip, she points to a different bowl, full of sweet potatoes.
“Add some sugar, salt, and vanilla in there,” and as I
reach for the saltshaker, she remembers this bowl needs
a few scoops of butter, too. We laugh as we compile the
mash from the two bowls into one, wiping beads of sweat
from our foreheads.
I lean against the counter and feel my body settle. My
feet are flat against the floor.
“You know we love you, right?” she asks, and I nod.
After thirty minutes of baking and thirty minutes of
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cooling, we spoon the casserole onto paper plates. We
sit on the porch floor, talking about our dream of someday teaching in the same school and sharing lunch in the
teacher’s lounge, the women at her current job who don’t
make her feel loved, the different ways I have felt out of
place, and throughout it all, we eat. I eat more than one
plate of sweet potato casserole because I want to, and the
evening bugs zipping through the air remind me to exist
only in this moment. Even with our stories and laughter
pounding on the floor boards, I never question their ability to hold me.
My freshman year of college, I sit on the couch in my
dorm’s lobby and feel my weight settle into my stomach.
Everything I ate in the past twelve hours races to the forefront of my mind like mussels seeking shelter in the sand
after the wave runs back to the sea.
I felt fat for the first time in eighth grade. I had eaten more cookies than the girls in my class who draped
skinny legs over desk arms and tilted bodies towards boys
who looked at them with interest. I thought it was beautiful, the way my classmate’s bodies looked as though they
could fold into themselves.
Maybe that’s what beauty is – the ability to make yourself small. I tell myself this in eighth grade and high school
and college. What would it be like to feel small?
Once the floor is open, you can inspect the joists. Check
to see which joists are weakest and if they should be sistered or replaced.
The Evans’ give me a key to their home during our sec-
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ond year of friendship. They hand it to me at a frozen yogurt shop in Hazard, Kentucky, the gold wrapped in pink
and white tape.
“So you don’t lose it,” they say, and I tuck the colorful
key into my wallet. During my fourth Appalachian summer, I make a trip to their home in mid-June.
“We are going to make soup with vegetables fresh from
our garden,” Kevin says in a text message before I arrive.
“We are putting beef in ours, but don’t worry, we made
you a separate pot.”
I don’t have to use my key for this visit. As I walk up
the steps, Kevin is sitting on the front porch, relaxing into
a weathered chair. I hear Karri’s voice inside. She excites
the kids by announcing my arrival, and moments later, her
blonde-haired girl bounds through the door.
“Jamie!” she shrieks and wraps her body around my
legs. Her weight attached to my own, I shuffle into the
home, and walk through the living room into the kitchen –
my favorite room. We ladle soup from the stove into bowls.
Karri flavors hers with cracker crumbs and a spoonful of
butter. Kevin takes the butter from her when she puts it
back on the counter, scoops half into an empty bowl, and
pours his soup straight into the tub. I smile as I dip a few
crackers into mine.
The evening unfolds as usual – we eat on the floor, sharing stories as fluidly as dreams. They invite me into their
home, onto floors that needed help becoming strong. They
show me, through homecooked meals and porch conversations, that I am worthy of becoming strong, too.
One of my undergraduate writing professors recommends I start seeing a counselor after she reads an essay I
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write about anorexia. I take her suggestion and sign up for
a session. The woman sits across from me. In a black shirt
and black-framed glasses, she asks me why I want to be
small, and I tell her I don’t know why I want to be small,
but I know I like feeling hungry.
Hunger is open-ended and whispers I am beautiful
when I walk lightly across the floor. Hunger’s coos sound
like growls to everyone else, my friends on the couch, the
students in class, but for me, hunger allows the floor to
be a stage where my body is the only thing that matters. I
recount the time the boy said I was tiny, and I admit this
felt good. She tells me I have to teach myself a new set of
truths, truths that praise the things I stand for instead of
the way my body looks while standing.
In our next session, I sit on her couch and tell her about
the success in my week – I ate a cookie. She nods, asks me
what I ate today. I tell her: a banana, some granola, a carrot, a cucumber.
“I wasn’t too hungry,” I state as my stomach growls, and
for the first time, hunger does not make me feel light. In
this moment, on the couch in my counselor’s office, hunger makes my world feel hazy and uncomfortable.
Sistering a joist means attaching a new, strong joist to
an existing, weak joist as a way of providing support to
the floor system. In this case, the sistering should help
the floor become level. Wrap the new joist in plastic wrap
so that water damage or rot does not spread from the old
joist to the new joist.
In Johnson County, Tennessee, Joyce lives alone in her
childhood home. Her husband, Bill, was a construction
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worker. He passed away eighteen years ago from an accident on a job site. When she talks about Bill, she smiles,
and I can tell, almost immediately, her smile is sparsely
shared. She met Bill at a diner when she was seventeen.
She was on a date with another man, but when Bill walked
through the door, she knew he was the man she was supposed to love. I sigh and lean back into my chair, the floor
creaking as the footers find a way to balance my weight.
We are sitting in her living room. Her fingers busily
unravel cigarette papers and she uses a machine to clamp
them full with tobacco. Loose buds fall to the floor, and
she explains, with wide eyes, that even though she lives
alone, Bill is still in the home. Tilting her head toward the
sound of volunteers replacing floor joists in the room over,
she says the repairs make her feel tickled.
“This place is sentimental,” she says, and I let our conversation pause for a moment. Although we are different,
Joyce and I share heartbreak, the feeling of walking through
a home and grasping. She is lonely, often surrounded only
by the rural mountain silence, and I am relearning what it
means to love. I leave her house afloat with her stories and
easy love – a love that feels like a timeless remembrance of
space and the choice to see beauty.
My sister’s shaky voice fills the speaker as I drive
through Kentucky’s curves. She tells me to call our brother. When they spent a weekend together in our childhood
home, he spent hours stressing over food, when and how
much to eat. I call him later that night. I pace beside the air
mattress on the ground in my bedroom. I remember how
I used to measure time by the number of days I could stay
hungry. He says it is hard to love himself without a run,
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after a bowl of chips, and I let my knees fall to the floor. I
offer my story through the phone to show I want to be a
sister for his weak spots.
When we hang up, I go outside. I am in Chavies, Kentucky, staying for a few days at an old building at the top
of a gravel hill. Although it is night, the mountains are still
darker than the sky’s deepest blue, and I feel small. I feel
small as I am cradled in the valleys of Appalachia, but this
smallness is not restricting. Here, I am small because I feel
well-surrounded. Here, I am surrounded by the beauty of
porch conversations, the smell of damp lumber, trees that
bow as I walk beneath their bodies, and I do not worry
about trying to fit. I whisper to the air, the trees, the humanity I feel here and pray for it all to surround my brother, too.

nodding at the insulation.
“Shoo, it gets cold here. Cold, cold.”
We sit in stillness for a few minutes, and I imagine what
winter would feel like in this home, if cold prefers to seep
through the floors or the walls. I spend my summers here,
but I have never lived through an Appalachian winter,
when weather keeps people indoors, restricts them from
rounding sharp curves or backing down steep driveways.
The insulation will make the home much warmer, I repeat in my head, and I hope I am right. I hope she forgets cold’s hostility and the ways it makes her feel frail.
When Joyce speaks again, her voice breaks the summer
mountain sounds – the cicadas buzzing between trees, the
pickup truck sputtering to start deeper in the holler.
“This here is my home,” she says. She smiles.

Attach the particle board with 2” deck screws. They
should be screwed down every 8-inches around the room.
Each sheet should span across at least two joists so that the
weight of floor is adequately distributed, and the seams
between sheets should be tight.

Joyce’s hands are the first thing that remind me of my
grandma. My grandma’s hands were tan, wrinkled, and always offering something – a sandwich, an iced tea, a book
of poems, the seat beside her. The fourth of July was her
favorite holiday, and every year, she made sandwiches as
a snack for the parade. The sandwiches were on slices of
French bread, cut into triangles. She spread butter inside
the slices, lined one side with cheese, and the other with
meat. She always made a few meatless, usually peanut butter and jelly, but even those had a noticeable layer of butter.
One year, I slept over at her house the night before the
fourth. I woke up to pancakes on a plate, syrup in the microwave, and sunlight sprawling across the floor. Eat some
breakfast, she said, and I did. With her, I forgot to remember to be small.

My second day with Joyce, we sit on her front porch.
The windchimes are singing, subtly swaying with a breeze
as they hang from a corner. Joyce is sitting on a roll of insulation when I walk up. She says the rolls are more comfortable than any chair she could ever buy, and she laughs,
her body shaking and a cigarette dangling from her fingers. I sit on the floor beside her, my work boots colored
with sawdust and a patch of white caulk that I caught earlier in the day.
“This is going to make your house a lot warmer,” I say,
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ERIN LITTLE

Lagunitas
I go out for tampons, tea, and a cheap razor. Find them all
at the new bodega, the one with your name spelled the
Spanish way - Vicente. Then beers at your new place. I
paint my mouth with a thick red brush. A kindergartener
trying at lips.

you put something on. An important jazz ensemble I’ve
never heard of, I’m sure. Then a sudden, churning need
for “air” after too many Lagunitas. My steps thud down
your stairs and out the door. I take the city’s fickle dark
into my mouth as I walk, looking up into blue apartment
windows, still hungry.

Railroad-style apartment, one half flooded with light.
You live in the dark half. Still, three rooms of your own
in Brooklyn. It’s not nothing. “The room needs mood
lighting,” I say in each room. I drink four IPAs even
though I hate them. Little touches accumulate. A hand
on the hip, a finger on the neck. We hold vowels in our
chests ‘til they burst from slack jaws. Is it overkill for a
lover to arrive hungry? The onions go pap-pap in the skillet. You clear the table of ashtrays and empties; tell exgirlfriend stories, proof you’ve been desired throughout
history. Low-hanging fruit.
I pretend to listen. Instead count your gray chest hairs,
the years that stretch between us. I fish my phone out of
a pocket, the way anyone does when they want to leave
without leaving. Another round. You call me your best
friend, grab my face and kiss it. But a sentimental drunk
is still a drunk. You can’t fall asleep without music, so
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Overleaf: William Crawford, “Traffic Lights as Urban Sculpture.”
Digital Print, 2018.
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CONTRIBUTORS
Carrie Albert is a multifaceted artist and poet who lives in Seattle.
Her drawings, collage and poems are featured there at Four Corners
Art. Her visual art, photos and poems have been published and/or
featured in many diverse journals, such as cahoodaloodaling, Grey
Sparrow, Foliate Oak, Earth’s Daughters, Up the Staircase Quarterly,
and Gargoyle.
Wolff Bowden grew up in a Florida swamp, swimming with alligators
and absorbing the art of the wild. He was named ARTEXPO ARTIST
OF THE MILLENNIUM in Miami for his mixed-media paintings. His famous collectors include the late Frank McCourt. Wolff’s poetry has
appeared in dozens of literary journals and was quoted by astrologer Rob Brezsny. Wolff also performs with the band The Winterlings
whose five CDs have been praised by PASTE, No Depression and The
Seattle Times. The Winterlings played at the Lincoln Memorial in
2017. To learn more, visit: Winterlings.com
Juliana Chang is a Taiwanese American writer, storyteller, and filmmaker based in the Bay Area. She received a BA in Linguistics and
a MA in Sociology from Stanford University in 2019. Juliana is the
2019 recipient of the Urmy/Hardy Poetry Prize, the 2017 recipient of
the Wiley Birkhofer Poetry Prize, and a 2015 Scholastic Art & Writing
Gold Medalist in Poetry. She works as a Product Content Strategist in
San Francisco.

W I L L I A M C R AW F O R D

Traffic Lights as Urban Sculpture
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William C. Crawford is a photographer based in North Carolina. He
invented Forensic Foraging, a throwback, minimalist approach for
modern digital photographers. His new book, DRIVE BY SHOOTING, is
available from Amazon.com
Angelica Esquivel is a Xicana writer and embroidery artist whose
work has appeared in publications such as Crab Orchard Review,
Cream City Review, and Gordon Square Review.
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Erin Little is a poet and essayist based in Jersey City. Her essays can
be found in The New Orleans Review, and in 2018 she was included
in Cengage Learning’s Anthology of Contemporary Literary Criticism.
She is also an editorial assistant at Penguin Random House in New
York.
Adriana Morgan completed a Ph.D. in French Literature at the University of Letters in Nantes, France. She is fluent in six languages and
worked as a translator and terminologist at the European Commission in Luxembourg and the United Nations in New York. She taught
French at the University of Jamia Milia Islamia, New Delhi, India, the
French Alliance, and the Universities of Valparaiso and Vina del Mar,
Chile. She currently works as a multi-dimensional artist: poet, writer,
painter, and children’s picture books writer and illustrator. She is the
first prize winner of the Acumen International Poetry Prize, 2020, UK,
the first prize winner of the Midnight Mozaic Fiction (Medium, 2019),
and second prize winner of the Daniil Pashkoff International Poetry
Contest, 2018, Germany. Her artworks and literary works have been
published or are forthcoming in Beyond Words Literary Magazine,
Infinity Room, Spillwords, Flying Ketchup Press, Ullalume Lighthouse,
and Feminine Collective, among others.

Maudlin House, and elsewhere. Visit her at VictoriaNordlund.com
Steven Ostrowski is a poet, fiction writer, painter and teacher. His
work appears widely in literary journals, magazines and anthologies,
most recently in The American Journal of Poetry, New Delta Review,
and Lily Poetry Review. He is the author of five published chapbooks-four of poems and one of stories. He and his son Ben are authors
of a full-length collaboration called Penultimate Human Constellation, published in 2018 by Tolsun Books. His chapbook, After the Tate
Modern, won the 2017 Atlantic Road Prize and is published in 2018
by Island Verse Editions.
James Owens’s newest book is Family Portrait with Scythe (Bottom
Dog Press, 2020). His poems and translations appear widely in literary journals, including upcoming publications in Atlanta Review, The
Shore, The Windhover, and Southword. He earned an MFA at the University of Alabama and lives in a small town in northern Ontario.
Rick Rohdenburg did not begin publishing until past sixty. His work
has appeared in the Laurel Review, Raleigh Review, Agave, and others. Now retired, he lives in Atlanta, Georgia.

Richard Newman is the author of three books of poetry and one novel. His work has appeared in American Journal of Poetry, Best American Poetry, Boulevard, Crab Orchard Review, and many other places.
He lives and teaches in Vietnam and Japan.

Elisabeth Sharber is a 12th grade English and Etymology teacher in
Frankfort, Indiana. When she’s not grading, she writes poems and
jokes while her cat scoffs at her sense of importance. She enjoys sharing her writing in open mics and has been published in The American
Aesthetic, FLARE, and Driftwood Press.

Rees Nielsen gave 35 years of his life to farming the orchards and
vineyards along with his cousins on the family farm in California’s
San Joaquin Valley. After his wife Riina passed he moved to Iowa to
chauffeur his grandchildren. He has had prose, poetry and visual art
accepted in numerous publications here and in the UK. He currently
has an illustrated book of poems available by Cholla Needles Press.

Jamie Tews is an MFA candidate at the University of North Carolina,
Wilmington and holds a BA in English and Creative Writing from Indiana Wesleyan University. She has contributed work to Appalachian
Voices and Appalachia Service Project, among others. Besides being
a writer, she is a condiment enthusiast, runner, and Taylor Swift fan.

Victoria Nordlund’s poetry collection Binge Watching Winter on
Mute was published by Main Street Rag in June 2019. She is a 2018
Best of the Net and 2020 Pushcart Prize Nominee, whose work has
appeared in PANK Magazine, Rust+Moth, Gone Lawn, Pidgeonholes,

If you enjoyed this issue, please let us know
via our Readers Respond form.
Live link: https://forms.gle/Q2iq9gBxh45dzE2t5
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